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Counseling with American Ind

Improving the Quality of Non--Indiar Assistance 10.

This os -wfil identfy some indc-utsof social well which suggest the need for

eounaeliagrard-...0-s for American Indians muimoint olr sr; Ts fr Deficits in training for those

mental imaltharaiiimmonalE Asso work :maw the A --ecear ndian population. In addition.

researc- _do-presentai that may offer SOME assis-Anem for improving the quality st

training 32 the ill*CPSS of .c.ind.mcan

Tam.: resit =mum divermor amorrr the ...1-erican Indian population. t 4crme

ways each Ai. _ all .niser- peop.. emen may live as long as their

Anglo coaritor---, may compaete hit h school arm college, Tray become a professions', ind

possibi' Fiiai er he- ncome mev exceed -Ile median income for the American popolimman.

However. Mate7 AS . group, the American Indian population 5hares some statistics tint are

different lir ltsm majori` population.

At a ,3essoot. level (P.D.), my children had a 50-50 chance of living in' an urban area

or a rural arias birth they had 1-0/.1ance of surviving than their Anglo friends (37.1

pet` 1,000 vs_ !=-.4 per 1,000) and mould :look forward to having me around until age 65. My

White friendssvil be around untilcair '3 years of age, on the average.

My chilth an may attend boat:raw school as did 45,000 Indian children in 1977., If not,

they will moa likely attend a schizo" 'aware they will be in the minority, and will be less

likely to gresswtz Many of their' American Indian friends will drop out prior to high

school graduatixam

If my ea:limn survive an adolescence where one of ten of their friends may commit

suicide and at tr 70% may use alcohol regularly, they can expect to be unemployed,

especially if Iter live on a reserve tm If employed, they will most likely be employed



dirv---!y or intireetly 3y the federal government, and have a 50-50 chance of obtaining an

inevmsbelow ptverty W.S. Gov. Printing Office, 1978).

Other factors net are of grooving concert are violence to self and others that

irctude -homocicle. raPle, child abuse, wide battering.. and =fanticide. In addition, raciam,

vntat not cleirly ineaFura,,le in its effects, is 1, cormrant reality for most American

Ircipausg. Ractisn hsu lontrinuted to the engendimed governmental dependence and

result= -riaveklesmess -ef many In dian-pesples.

Such sew irdicators reflect the tragic status the American Indian, as well as

pointing to Itstamr;43 motto/ health weeds. If ind -c of maladjustmerr Ft= poverty.

hopelessuess, sac exposure IV racism W signs c. ilmd for counseling cervices, then

A meriear certartly qualify.

The wale! indica:am and behavzorl so disrupt-r- the American Inciast

family, and:corrnunit7 reflect a chialgec from the tradittasal life-style. Prr many with

this chmge it rtfe-slTe holm come -toe loss in tractione_ Indian forms of *!elping and

treating disrmathie, winful poperienems. Many Indian people, 50%, how lime in urban

areas. Both -tat urbtu sidian and tlie-r-e-ervation Indian pecole, in many cases. must rely

on conventioua:;:ources Of thine Indim.people relying on these sources of mental

health servies. Skik df, not return for second visit (Sue, Alen, & Conaway. 1978). After

controlling for deaograpbat tactors such as income, sex, education, etc., American Indian

clients were found tw armed others in not returning. 3m addition, Indian high school

students reported 'or' ;col:dem areas that they would not talk about to a counselor, or

any other helping peraom-Mamphinais, LaFrornboise, & Rowe, 1980).

The current simo atiar. then, suggests that American Indian peoples, and particularly

Indian youth, have et Tsai seed (not to mention the right) for counseling assistance.

However, the availablenemoce seems to indicate that the services being offered may be

lacking in meanisgfuisum and effectiveness. An important fact to be considered is that,
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the way things are currently structured, the profession-al helper who an Indian student will

encounter is most likely to be a non-Indian. While this may not be the preferred or

optimal circumstance, the reality is that there are relatively few American Indian

counselors in the conventional mental health system or schools. Therefore, it seems clear

that if improved counseling services for Indian youth are to be provided. one important

means would be to improve the training of non-Indian counselors who may work among

American Indian people. The major obstacle to implementing such a plan, however, is

that little research has beetmLone on what constitutes effective counseling practice with

Indian peoples.

The state of the art is such that most published work has consisted of narratives

drawn from common sense wisdom, some deductive analyses of how commonly held Indian

values might relate to the counseling process, and some environmental conditions. On the

basis of such work it has become commonly accepted that counselors working with Indian

persons should be culturally sensitive, should have an awareness of Indian culture, and

should be able to interpret specific behaviors in terms of possible cultural meaningfulness,

rather than in . r -,ire-bound context. Unfortunately, most counselors working toward

degrees today do receive even this minimal training although many of them will come

in contact w!...11 Indian youth. Even worse, perhaps, is the fact that American Indians who

achieve professional credentials are commonly exposed to theories and practices which

often are irrelevant to effective work with Indian people and in some cases have been

shown to interfere with successful outcome.

While problems regarding the dissemination of what we currently know remain, a

major limitation to training more effective counseling with Indian youth is the lack of

specificity in what has been described or discussed. Although cultural sensitivity,

knowledge of Indian values, and the ability to understand culturally relevant behavior is

important, and perhaps necessary, we cannot maice significant further progress without



empirical research directed toward identifying what the helper acmospy doe:i tnat is

related to positive outcome. By drawing upon the descriptive base Imo down e&-.,:ser. it

now should be possible to develop a variety of creative and cur....urally serfs: /of typrr-neSCS

for empirical validation. Findings-which then emerge through ; nC re= -=Eition

can be fed back to the training programs with some assurance that cou nr-:an mental

health workers will be able to be more helpful to Indian youth.

I would like to describe some recent efforts in which we have inic.,:ed that

attempt to relate counseling process with Indian students to specific r(otinsetnr behavior.

An implication found repeatedly in the literature is that something .iere*szary is not

occurring between American Indian clients and conventionally `,3311,41- -'-nselors.

Goldstein (1973), describing such a situation betweerrtherapists and fow,- cociaeconomie

status cllients, noted:

That much of what is said across this particular social cry

gulf goes unheard; that in several major and highly com,

quential ways, therapist and patient are literally not tallyr

the same language (p. 40).

Trimble (1976) has also observed that the "core of the problems beL the non-Indian

counselor and an Indian student is one of-communication and mu understanding?

Following this notion further, the question of effective cconmunicatitr-s--,le in counseling

with Indian students arises. To address this, a study (Datcohinais, DauphirFkis, & Rowe, in

press) was conducted in which we compared the perceived effectiveness 3f a counselor

using the standard "facilitative communication" style; a directive style. or an experi-

mental style, as rated by Indian high school students. The experimental style was

developed from my own experience and in consultation with a medicine man, an Indian

6



3ave-heilegist, and others who- shared their saggestions. Tle results indicated that

"style, which is most commonly twin counselor and therapist training

tali", Art .fig as least effective by the Indian- studentt So significant difference

o e h o s i t u t s r . t a . m i t i n g s given to the-directive o r e Xperumentl. styles. However, since the

Tyree of tin enniselor (Indian vs. nal-Indian) was an code: -nit variable crossed with

cam narffnatertrstyle, an interesting comparison could3e erveed. Although being Indian

hit an Ivfi ell. positive effect, the -mean rating giver. ter. :he bdian counselor using the

.miarrunataecepted style of communication was the store as the rating of the non-Indian

?remmielor long the experimental' style. This suggests that non-Indian helpers could

imenarae turmr effectiveness if they were to learn a diMrent style of relating verbally to

Indian -stuagats. Of course, it also suggests that Indian professional counselors c)uld

irt.".rease their effectiveness with Indian students if they would forget the communication

swhiel2 they were most likely taught in their training program.

The newt step in this inquiry involved tee attempt to refine this cultural-

e=terimental style so that it would be perceived as more helpful than the directive style

of counselor communication and, if so, to describe n detail. its features and character-

istics. To accomplish this we analyzed the contrasting elements of each using the Hill

73xonomy (1977) of counselor response categories a:undeveloped new scripts. Video tapes

of approximately 10 minutes duration were made of counselor (race ambiguous) talking

to an Indian college student in each style. Both :apes were recently shown to 25

non- Indian and25-In-aarreollege-students with instructions_to cnoose which one was most

nelpful, noting why they thought it was helpful and wtor it was not helpful. In addition,

they were asked to rate each one on seven semantic differential scales adapted from

Atkinson (1978).

Although data analysis has not been completed, Drell inary results show that 19 of

the 25 non-Indian viewers rated the directive comrnenneation style as superior. However,
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15 the 25 Incise .students perceived the cultural-experimental style as being more

herfai. Those streams who chose the experimental style of tang were asked 3 not

Wier they thought -the 'iounselor was effective. They indicate that they those= the

vamseior was most Peive when he related his own experiences as an example end was

'mss effective when- he iikikci a question-answer (directive) format.

This expression c ! effec.Aveness by tie American Indian students corresponds to the

lysis of the experimental tape utilizing the Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) system of

4,- -fivsis. The experimetreal tape portrays a counselor who is giving information to the

cent throughout the zeraction. This information is given in terms of "this is the way I

e-*perienced this..." know of others who did it this way...". Thus, the counselor

...tradels Self-disclostr and gives alternative modes of action. The client is ther free to

choose one or none .et the alternatives. The counselor asks much less than the directive

counselor, but when an elicitation is used, it is in an indirect manner, such as "this is how

I..." or "Let's think about...". A complete report of the methodology, the results of the

analysis of the preference dimensions, and the analysis of the cultural-experimental

cotmselor communication style using the Hill Taxonomy and the Sinclair-Coulthard

Analysis of Discourse-(1975) will be available September 1 from the Bureau of Educational

Research, College of Education, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019.

HDpefully, the research described above will add to the work of those mental health

providers who have made observations about their experiences among the American Indian

population. These observations have led to recommendations f.)r counselor awareness of

American Indian cultural differences. Trimble (1980) has described more specific

psychocultural aspects such as values unique to the American Indian. LaFromboise and

Dixon (1981) have added more specificity to our knoviledge concerning perceived trust by

American Indian students. Through this research we have increased our knowledge of

what counselors can do that is related to positive outcome.
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In summary, many social indiVors suggest that problems do exist among the

American Indian population for which counseling and mental health services should be

provided. Since many Indian people must rely or- conventional helpmg-systems, either to

supplement traditional Indian, means of support !yr in the absence of such systems, it is

suggested that efforts t'o specify helping coureseeing practices with Indian people be

intensified so that non-Indian professional helpers can 6e trained to provide more

effective assistance.
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